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We are excited to introduce you to the opportunity of being part of ACA Network’s mission
and journey. Please be a part of our community, let’s together achieve our goal to spread
the word about ACA Network.
＊The rules of each bounty campaign are different, the sizes of the pools are different.
Please read all rules carefully.

Bounty Program task categories and requirements
100,000,000 ACA tokens are allocated for use in promoting the token sale and will be
used for the Bounty Programs outlined below.
- If the Referral program and White List Program exceed the minimum cap during the
token sale, the ACA tokens will be sent to your ETH wallet address.
- For Bounty Programs other than the White List Program and Referral Program, the
ACA tokens will be sent to your ETH wallet address within one month of the conclusion of
the token sale.
- If the minimum cap is not exceeded during the token sale, the ACA tokens will not be
sent to your ETH wallet address.
- If you did not complete the whitelist and KYC procedures on the token sale site, the
ACA tokens will not be sent to your ETH wallet address.
- If, after the token sale ends, you do not complete the Whitelist and KYC process within
3 months, you forfeit the ACA tokens you obtained in the Bounty Program.
- If you apply for our BountyProgram, you are agreeing to the BountyProgram Terms &
Conditions.
ACA Network bounty program terms and conditions:
https://aca.network/documents/ACA_BountyProgram_TC.pdf
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Referral Program
When you register on the token sale site, you will receive a unique Referral Code (an
affiliate link). By embedding this link in your content you will receive ACA tokens
equivalent to 3% of their purchase total whenever users register via that link and
purchase ACA tokens. The above is limited to users who register via your affiliate link.
Users who register from an affiliate link and purchase ACA tokens will also receive ACA
tokens equivalent to 1% of their purchase total.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 30M ACA, which
represents 30% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 30M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
- If, in the referral program, there are not enough ACA tokens to be given as a bonus,
ACA token purchasers will not receive ACA tokens, and instead the user who created the
affiliate link will be given priority, with the remainder being given to buyers only after the
affiliate link creators are rewarded.
- You are free to use social media and other platforms to promote your affiliate link.
Example: B registers using an affiliate link created by A, and B purchases 10,000 ACA
tokens. In this case, A receives 300 ACA, and B receives 100 ACA. If B then creates an
affiliate link and C registers through it and purchases 10,000 ACA, B will receive 300
ACA, and C will receive 100 ACA. (Note that A does not receive tokens when C
purchases ACA tokens.)
To participate :
1. Create an account at our token sale site.
2. Get your referral link.
3. Share your link.
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White List Program
In this program, registering an account on the ACA Network token sale site and
registering your ETH wallet address entitles you to 4,000 ACA.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 10M ACA, which
represents 10% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 10M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
- You must register an ETH wallet address owned by an individual, not an exchange.
Entering an exchange address will make you ineligible for ACA tokens.
- The program remains open from April 16 to May 14.
To participate :
Complete this form and apply.
White List Bounty Reward Request Form
https://bit.ly/2qaCfZd
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Community Moderation Program
We will select local community representatives to handle spam management and foreignlanguage support on community channels on Telegram, Line, KakaoTalk, and other
platforms and entrust them with operations.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 4M ACA, which
represents 4% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once ten community
representatives are selected, the program closes to applications.
If the requirements below are met, ACA tokens will be granted when the token sale
concludes.
- Only communities of 500 or more people are eligible for this program. (Communities of
499 or fewer members are ineligible.)
- The number of community representatives for a given community will be decided by the
ACA Network on a per-community basis.
- If the requirements are met, ACA tokens will be given based on the work performed,
with a minimum of 200,000 ACA and a maximum of 400,000 ACA.
- Aggregating spam accounts and accounts obviously not interested in ACA tokens will
not be recognized as a community.
- If there is a question in the community you do not know the answer to, you must check
the details of the response on the ACA Network Official Channel. If you distribute
incorrect information to users in the community, you are ineligible for ACA tokens.
- Before entrusting you to help manage the community, we must talk to you for 30–60
minutes in order to share detailed information about the ACA Network Project. Please
enter your call schedule on the Google form.
- Community representatives must communicate closely with ACA Network Project
managers. Note that if you do not notify of a planned absence and cannot be contacted
for over 24 hours, it affects the workload; avoid letting this happen. If you expect to not be
available, you must notify an ACA Network Project manager in advance.
To participate :
- Community channel representatives should complete this form and apply.
Community Moderation Bounty Reward Request Form
https://bit.ly/2HcUKUU
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Translation Program
We are giving out ACA tokens to those who translate the ACA Network white paper, or
translate, submit, or manage ANN / Bounty Threads, according to the quality of the
translation or the size of the thread’s community.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 1M ACA, which
represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 1M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
- Translations performed through Google Translate or other automated translation
services will not be eligible for this program.
- Inadequately managed threads will not be eligible for this program.
- Please send a request to participate in the Translation Program by using the Google
Form format prior to starting the translation. Those who did not apply to participate will
not be eligible.
- Our management will decide on whether or not to accept the application to participate in
the program based on the content of the application.
- The deadline for the white paper is ten days after the request is accepted, while the
deadline for the ANN / Bounty Thread is three days after the request is accepted.
- The translated white paper may also be submitted to the local community. Please share
the translated white paper to any groups that you are moderating.
- It is allowed to request to both translate the white paper or translate, submit, or manage
ANN / Bounty Threads.
- The recruitment period for this program will run from April 6 until the token sale
concludes.
- A maximum of 50,000 ACAs can be awarded to a white paper translation, depending on
the quality. A maximum of 5,000 ACAs can be awarded to the translation, submission, or
management of ANN / Bounty Threads depending on the size of the thread’s community.
To participate :
The case of white paper
- Please fill in the Google Form format to request to participate in the program.
-When you are finished, please notify us of the completion of your task through the
completion form. The completion form will be sent to participants who were accepted.
Whitepaper Translation Bounty Reward Form
https://bit.ly/2HdoZdq
The case of ANN / Bounty Threads
- ANN / Bounty manager should complete this form and apply.
ANN / Thread translation Bounty Reward Form
https://bit.ly/2Hbb7QY
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Telegram Program
If you make at least 3 comments or questions per week on the ACA Network official
Telegram channel ( https://t.me/acanetwork ) about the ACA Network Project, you are
entitled to 500 ACA.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 6M ACA, which
represents 6% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 6M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
- Note that only participation on the ACA Network Official channel is eligible for this
program.
- If you make fewer than 3 posts on the ACA Network official Telegram channel ( https://
t.me/acanetwork ), you are ineligible for this program.
- If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network ( https://
t.me/acanetwork ) has no relationship with the ACA Network Project, it is ineligible for this
program.
- If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network ( https://
t.me/acanetwork ) is clearly lacking or insufficient, it is ineligible for this program.
- If the content of posts made to the official Telegram channel for ACA Network ( https://
t.me/acanetwork ) involves advertising or is for other commercial purposes, the poster it
is ineligible for this program.
- Note that spam accounts will not be eligible for this program.
- If a member leaves the group prior to the token sale concluding, they are ineligible for
this program.
- The program remains open from April 6 to until the token sale concludes.
To participate :
1. Follow our official Telegram account at ( https://t.me/acanetwork ) and do not unfollow
it.
2. Make at least three or more comments or questions per week on the ACA Network
official Telegram channel ( https://t.me/acanetwork ) about the ACA Network Project for
two consecutive weeks and do not delete them.
3. Please complete this form to apply.
ㅤTeletram Bounty Reward Request Form : https://bit.ly/2Jlrlsk
4. Please report your activities to the official ACA Network Bitcointalk every week.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3312069.0
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BitcoinTalk Program
Making at least 3 posts with the ACANetwork signature entitles the poster to 100 ACA.
Rules
- Users with a status no lower than Junior Member at BitcoinTalk.org can join Signature
Campaign.
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 1M ACA, which
represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. The program concludes once
1M ACA is distributed.
- If the nature of the post has no relationship with the ACA Network Project, the post is
ineligible for the program.
- Reports of bounty program are ineligible for the program.
- If the nature of the post is for advertising or other commercial purposes, it is ineligible
for the program.
- Note that spam accounts will not be eligible for this program.
- The program remains open from April 6 to until the token sale concludes.
To participate :
1. Making at least 3 posts with the ACANetwork signature at https://bitcointalk.org/
index.php?topic=3079312
2. Once the program concludes, complete this form to apply.
BitcoinTalk Bounty Reward Request Form
https://bit.ly/2q9So13
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Reddit Program
If you follow and like https://www.reddit.com/user/acanetwork, and making at least 3
comments per week, you are entitled to 500 ACA.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 2M ACA, which
represents 2% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. The program concludes once
2M ACA is distributed.
- You must have an account with over 100 posts and 20 comment-karma points.
- If the nature of the post is for advertising or other commercial purposes, it is ineligible
for the program.
- Negative karma and posts will not be accepted for bounty program.
- If you unfollow the account or delete the comments before the token sale concludes,
you are ineligible for the program.
- The program remains open from May 14 to until the token sale concludes.
To participate :
1. Making at least 3 comments per week with the ACANetwork signature at https://
www.reddit.com/user/acanetwork
2. Please complete this form to apply.
ㅤRaddit bounty reward request form : https://bit.ly/2FZvn6V
3. Please report your activities to the official ACA Network Bitcointalk every week.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3312069.0
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Content Creation Program
In this program, in regards to creating and publishing content on the ACA Network to
blogs and social media like YouTube, Medium, or Reddit: blog content will be eligible for
ACA tokens based on the nature and quality of the post; video content (such as on
YouTube) will be eligible based on the number of subscribers the channel has.
Remember to include your own referral code (affiliate link) somewhere in the content you
create.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 20M ACA, which
represents 20% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 20M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
-Remember to include your own referral code (affiliate link) somewhere in the content you
create.
- The referral code (affiliate link) contained within the content must be the same referral
code of the content creator.
- You are free to use social media and other platforms to promote your content.
- Note that you must have completed the KYC process on the token sale site.
- The program remains open from April 16 to until the token sale concludes.
- If the content created does not relate to the ACA Network, it is ineligible for this
program.
- If the content you created is fewer than 500 characters, it is ineligible for this program.
- If the content created contains inflammatory or incendiary content, violent content,
content against public order and morals, or content violating social standards of ethics, it
is ineligible for this program.
- Note that plagiarizing other people’s content renders you ineligible for this program.
- Incorrect explanations of the ACA logo or content in the whitepaper are ineligible for this
program.
- If the content exceeds the reasonable scope of liability, such as excessive investment
proposals to the ACA Network, it is ineligible for this program.
- If content created is deemed ineligible for the program, the creator will be notified of the
reason by e-mail. The content creator can choose to resolve the problem and then file for
the content to be re-reviewed.
- ACA tokens given for blog content will be determined based on the standards below.
Based on the nature and quality of the content :
Blog : 7,000 ACA
- ACA tokens provided based on YouTube video content are determined as follows:
Based on the number of YouTube subscribers :
• ~1,000 subscribers：10,000 ACA
• From 1,001 to 9,999 subscribers：20,000 ACA
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• From 10,000 to 29,999 subscribers：30,000 ACA
• 30,000 ~subscribers ：60,000 ACA
To participate :
- Once the program concludes, complete this form to apply.
Content Creation Bounty Reward Request Form
https://bit.ly/2uOlKaX
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Twitter Program : Follow, retweet and tweet
In this program, when following the official ACA Network Twitter account
(@ACANetwork_io) and retweeting ACA Network's newest tweet or tweeting about ACA
Network token sale (include the hashtag $ACA, $JPYT, #ACANetwork or
#ACANetworkTokensale ) at least 3 per week, you are entitled to 500 ACA.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 3M ACA, which
represents 3% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. Once 3M ACA is distributed,
the program concludes.
- You must have more than 500 followers and the profile is open for viewing.
- The program remains open from April 16th to until the token sale concludes.
- If you unfollow the account or delete the retweet before the token sale concludes, you
are ineligible for the program.
To participate :
1. Follow our official Twitter account at https://twitter.com/ACANetwork_io and do not
unfollow it until the token sale ends.
2. Retweet the ACA tweet pinned at the top or post about ACA Network and do not delete
them until the token sale ends.
3. Please complete this form to apply.
ㅤTwitter Bounty Reward Request Form : https://bit.ly/2JnwTTh
4. Please report your activities to the official ACA Network Bitcointalk every week.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3312069.0
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Facebook Program : Follow, like and share
In this program, follow and like the official ACA Network Facebook page
(@acanetworkofficial), also liking and sharing the newest ACA Network post at least 3
per week, you are entitled to 500 ACA.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 1M ACA, which
represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program, is allocated to this program.
The program concludes once 1M ACA is distributed.
- If you you unlike the account or delete the shared post before the token sale concludes,
you are ineligible for the program.
- The program remains open from April 16 to until the token sale concludes.
- You must have more than 500 friends.
To participate :
1. Like and follow our official Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/
acanetworkofficial/ and do not unlike them until the token sale ends.
2. Share the newest ACA Network post of the Facebook page of ACANetwork and do not
delete them until the token sale ends.
3. Please complete this form to apply.
ㅤFacebook Bounty Reward Request Form : https://bit.ly/2GDc4Fy
4. Please report your activities to the official ACA Network Bitcointalk every week.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3312069.0
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LinkedIn Program : Follow, share and post
In this program, follow the official LinkedIn page (https://www.linkedin.com/company/
acanetwork), and share at least 2 posts per week, and make at least 1 unique post per
week, you are entitled to 500 ACA.
Rule
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 10M ACA, which
represents 10% of the total volume of the Bounty Program. The program concludes once
10M ACA is distributed.
- Your account must have at least 500 real friends.
- Post and share with the #ACANetwork #Adtech #Blockchain #ACA
- If you unfollow the account or delete the posts before the token sale concludes, you are
ineligible for the program.
- The program remains open from June 18 to until the token sale concludes.
To participate :
1. Follow ACA Network official LinkedIn page (https://www.linkedin.com/company/
acanetwork) and do not unfollow it until the token sale ends.
2. Share the at least 2 posts from the ACA Network official Linkedin page and make at
least 1 unique post per week. Do not delete them until the token sale ends.
3. Please complete this form to apply.
ㅤLinkedIn Bounty Reward Request Form : https://bit.ly/2HXZFYv
4. Please report your activities to the official ACA Network Bitcointalk every week.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3312069.0

YouTube Program : View and subscribe
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In this program, when users watch the ACA Network official promotional video (https://
youtu.be/StKfPyE_y-Q) and subscribe the ACA Network official channel, 30 ACA tokens
will be given.
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 1M ACA, which
represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program, is allocated to this program.
The program concludes once 1M ACA is distributed.
- If you have set your YouTube channel subscribers total to private, you are ineligible for
ACA tokens.
- The program remains open from April 6 to until the token sale concludes.
- If the video is not watched until the end, the view is ineligible for the program.
To participate :
1. Subscribe the ACA Network official YouTube channel and do not unsubscribe the
channel until the token sale ends. (https://bit.ly/2Hb1Mc2)
2. Watch the ACA Network official promotional video. (https://youtu.be/StKfPyE_y-Q)
3. Once the program concludes, complete this form to apply.
ㅤYouTube Viewing Bounty Reward Request Form : https://bit.ly/2q8ycgL
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Bug Bounty Program : Report Bugs
In this program, reporting the bugs of token sale website, smart contracts deployed from
ACA Network, and any malfunction, security vulnerabilities to bounty@aca.network, or
Official Telegram (@acanetwork) you are entitled to at least 1,500 ACA.
Target
- Token Sale Website ( https://tokensale.aca.network )
- Smart Contracts deployed by ACA Network ( https://github.com/acanetwork/tokensale )
- ACA Token ( 0x830fA4f66044FbA350c0359c0c81Da1916be5211 )
- ACA Token Sale( 0xf70244b3c872AAdA7FC30fF04CC9D153A354FA00 )
- Any Service (website, application, SNS, etc) related ACA Network except Official
Website ( https://aca.network )
Rules
- The total amount of ACA tokens distributed for this category is 1M ACA, which
represents 1% of the total volume of the Bounty Program.

- A minimum of 1,500 ACAs to the maximum of 100,000 ACAs can be awarded to
each bug report.
- Only the first person to identify a particular vulnerability will qualify for a bounty.
Any additional reports will not qualify.
- Do not share or disclose the report except the ACA Network team.
- Due to protect reporter's privacy, the administrator can bypass reporter's KYC
only in Bug Bounty Program.
- The bugs of official Website ( https://aca.network ) is not included in this
program.
To participate :

- Please contact to Official Telegram（https://t.me/acanetwork）or
bounty@aca.network
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